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												Toggle Navigation	Candle Making Supplies	Candle WaxCosy Owl sources only the highest quality premium candle wax to ensure our products provide you with the perfect reliable materials to make your ideal candle. There are a variety of different types of waxes from which candles can be made. These varieties stem from two main sources, natural and mineral, and both comprise of many different qualities and facets. Wholesale candle wax volumes are available with 800g, 5kg, 10kg and 25kg weights available. Different types of wax Natural waxes, such as vegetable wax and soy wax, have a light and creamy colour to them whilst producing a slight plant-like fragrance when burnt. Made from natural oils, such as those from the rapeseed plant and the soya bean, these waxes are a sustainable alternative to more popular paraffin waxes as they are 100% natural in origin. Soy wax is a particularly popular natural wax as its’ scent throw is far stronger than rapeseed waxes and is far less likely to trigger allergies than other forms of wax. Mineral waxes, of which paraffin is the most widely used, are made from petroleum and benefit from a very clean, odourless burn when in its purest state. White in colour and very easy…
	Candle WicksHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a selection of wicks to suit your candle making needs, from individual 120mm wicks, fitted with wick sustainers (also known as Tabs), to those that can be customised to a size of your preference. All of our wicks are made by renowned wick producers, including one of the most popular producers ‘Wedo’ and every one of them is designed to deliver a clean, bright flame when lit. The Cosy Owl’s wick selection includes the rigid, spun cotton LX variety, ideal for paraffin wax; the flat cotton-paper TCR wick, perfect for soy or vegetable wax, as well as the paper ECO wick which burns cleanly in both varieties of wax. Each type of wick can be purchased in either its raw form or attached with wick sustainers. For those wishing to customise their own wick length and candle size, we also provide a selection of separate wick sustainers to keep your candle’s wick stable and secure.
	Candle DyesOur wide range of candle dyes are sourced from one of the leading candle dye manufacturers in Europe. Bekro are a high quality, German based supplier which produces a staggering variety of colours and hues for you to choose from. Bekro’s highly concentrated dye flakes are easy to work with, do not alter the burn or scent of a candle and are the perfect way to add a vibrant lift to your candles. All Bekro’s beautifully vibrant colours are designed to work in all types of wax, whether natural or mineral, and only a small amount is needed to provide you with the vivid colour you want.
	Mica Powder & GlitterOur broad range of Mica Powders and Glitters in various shades gives you countless creative possibilities.  The concentration of colour and shimmer given off by these ‘magic’ powders are greatly dependent on the volume you add. More powder equals more colour brilliance! Mica is a silicate mineral that comprises most of the Earth’s crust, and Mica Powder is the product of the ground mineral. This means that Mica Powder is a natural and non-toxic product. Glitter is a mixture of reflective, microscopic particles that come in an extensive variety of shape, colour and size. Glitter particles reflect and mirror light at different angles, resulting in a shimmered and shiny surface. This product is best used in wax melts, if used in candles it can clog up the wick!
	Fragrance OilsThe scent of a candle is just as important as its light. With the power to unlock fond memories from the past or set the mood for a certain occasion or time of year, fragrances are a fundamental part of what makes us who we are. Our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances can easily be combined with any type of wax and none of them will hinder the burn of the candle whilst still providing you with the scent you want.
	Essential OilsAn essential oil does it all, from gorgeous fragrance to aromatherapeutic healing. The key to using essential oils is to identify your area of need and find an oil suitable to help you with that need. Our wide range of essential oils can be used individually, targeting specific areas of your physical and mental health. Or use them together creating a stunning blend targeting multiple areas all at once while also building a sensational fragrance medley. The condensed nature of the oils means a small amount will go a long way, allowing you to layer fragrances. All our essential oils mix easily with wax, soap bases and augeo oils without hindering the initial purpose if the product. A carrier oil dilutes an essential oil, allowing you to harvest the healing properties of the essential oil through massage and aromatherapy without harming your skin. All our oils should be stored in a cool, dark places to prevent oxidation.
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	FragranceThe scent of a candle is just as important as its light. With the power to unlock fond memories from the past or set the mood for a certain occasion or time of year, fragrances are a fundamental part of what makes us who we are. Our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances can easily be combined with any type of wax and none of them will hinder the burn of the candle whilst still providing you with the scent you want.	Fragrance OilsOur large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances are vegan-friendly, cruelty-free and paraben-free. Our fragrance oils can be used for a range of different crafting purposes including Candles, Wax Melts, Reed Diffusers, Room Sprays, and other home fragrance products. Our fragrances oils are also suitable for Soap Making, Bath Bombs, Cosmetics, and other Bath & Beauty products. Each of our fragrances are available in 6 sizes – 10ml, 50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml and 1litre Bottles.
	Essential OilsAn essential oil does it all, from gorgeous fragrance to aromatherapeutic healing. The key to using essential oils is to identify your area of need and find an oil suitable to help you with that need. Our wide range of essential oils can be used individually, targeting specific areas of your physical and mental health. Or use them together creating a stunning blend targeting multiple areas all at once while also building a sensational fragrance medley. The condensed nature of the oils means a small amount will go a long way, allowing you to layer fragrances. All our essential oils mix easily with wax, soap bases and augeo oils without hindering the initial purpose if the product. A carrier oil dilutes an essential oil, allowing you to harvest the healing properties of the essential oil through massage and aromatherapy without harming your skin. All our oils should be stored in a cool, dark places to prevent oxidation.
	Fragrance Oil SetsNot sure which fragrance oil scent is right for you? Our Fragrance Oil sets are the perfect way to test out our best-selling fragrance oils. Each Set Includes 5x 10ml Fragrance Oils.


	WaxCosy Owl sources only the highest quality premium candle wax to ensure our products provide you with the perfect reliable materials to make your ideal candle. There are a variety of different types of waxes from which candles can be made. These varieties stem from two main sources, natural and mineral, and both comprise of many different qualities and facets. Wholesale candle wax volumes are available with 800g, 5kg, 10kg and 25kg weights available. Different types of wax Natural waxes, such as vegetable wax and soy wax, have a light and creamy colour to them whilst producing a slight plant-like fragrance when burnt. Made from natural oils, such as those from the rapeseed plant and the soya bean, these waxes are a sustainable alternative to more popular paraffin waxes as they are 100% natural in origin. Soy wax is a particularly popular natural wax as its’ scent throw is far stronger than rapeseed waxes and is far less likely to trigger allergies than other forms of wax. Mineral waxes, of which paraffin is the most widely used, are made from petroleum and benefit from a very clean, odourless burn when in its purest state. White in colour and very easy…
	WicksHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a selection of wicks to suit your candle making needs, from individual 120mm wicks, fitted with wick sustainers (also known as Tabs), to those that can be customised to a size of your preference. All of our wicks are made by renowned wick producers, including one of the most popular producers ‘Wedo’ and every one of them is designed to deliver a clean, bright flame when lit. The Cosy Owl’s wick selection includes the rigid, spun cotton LX variety, ideal for paraffin wax; the flat cotton-paper TCR wick, perfect for soy or vegetable wax, as well as the paper ECO wick which burns cleanly in both varieties of wax. Each type of wick can be purchased in either its raw form or attached with wick sustainers. For those wishing to customise their own wick length and candle size, we also provide a selection of separate wick sustainers to keep your candle’s wick stable and secure.
	DyesOur wide range of candle dyes are sourced from one of the leading candle dye manufacturers in Europe. Bekro are a high quality, German based supplier which produces a staggering variety of colours and hues for you to choose from. Bekro’s highly concentrated dye flakes are easy to work with, do not alter the burn or scent of a candle and are the perfect way to add a vibrant lift to your candles. All Bekro’s beautifully vibrant colours are designed to work in all types of wax, whether natural or mineral, and only a small amount is needed to provide you with the vivid colour you want.
	Kits & BundlesNew to Craft making or simply want a gift that keeps on giving, our Craft making kits provide you with everything you need to begin making your own Homemade Candles, Soaps, Diffusers and Wax Melts right away. The Cosy Owl’s Craft making kits are a brilliant way to begin teaching yourself, or a friend. From simple first-time kits to tailor-made scent packages, our Craft making kits are the perfect stepping stone into a hobby that is both enjoyable and productive, allowing you to create your own ideal Candles, Soaps, Diffusers and Wax Melts. The Cosy Owl’s Craft making kits mean that crafting needn’t be a complex or daunting process as everything you need is provided. All you need is a kitchen and a desire to explore this brilliant hobby.	Candle Making KitsWhether you’re looking for a specific type of candle variety or design, new to candle making or simply want to a gift that keeps on giving, our candle making kits provide you with everything you need to begin making candles right away. The Cosy Owl’s candle making kits are a brilliant way to begin teaching yourself, or a friend, how to make candles and to explore the huge variety and satisfaction it provides. From simple first-time kits to tailor-made scent packages, our candle making kits are the perfect stepping stone into a hobby that is both enjoyable and productive, allowing you to create your own ideal candles. With wax, wicks, scents and additives all included, The Cosy Owl’s candle making kits mean that candle making needn’t be a complex or daunting process as everything you need to make a candle is provided. All you need is a kitchen and a desire to explore this brilliant hobby.
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	Wax Melt SuppliesA Guide to Making Autumn Wax Melts Melt the wax Add the fragrance Add the dye Pour into the moulds Repeat with different colours Read the detailed guide…
	Diffuser SuppliesHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a wide selection of high quality containers for Reed Diffusers to add a consistent and delightful fragrance to any room. Our fragrance oils provide a variety of stimulating scents and can be used in either their existing form or combined to create your own unique blended aroma. Why not have a look under our Fragrance Oils section to explore our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources. For those wanting a light and sensitive bouquet, why not consider our selection of Fresh Fragrances including those providing a light aroma of linen or the natural smell of the ocean. Perhaps you might prefer a spicy, sweet or citrus fragrance oil to provide an awesome scent to your home.
	Soap Making SuppliesA Beginners Guide to Soap Making: Cut the soap into small pieces Melt the soap Add the essential oil Add the mica powder Pour into the moulds & let it set Read the detailed guide…
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				As a candle manufacturer and supplier, labelling your product correctly is the most crucial element of your business. Not only because failure to do so will see you breaking the law, but an incorrectly labelled product would void your insurance.

 

The Classification, Labelling and Packaging Regulation (CLP) stipulates that all new products with hazardous substances must be labelled with the relevant information. CLP information should be supplied with any non-cosmetic product containing a hazardous substance, (most commonly a fragrance or essential oil). Typically found within candles, wax melts, reed diffusers and room mists.

 

If your product doesn’t contain any hazardous ingredients and is therefore not a classified product, you don’t need to provide any CLP data.

Watch our latest Instagram live where we go into detail what CLP’s are with Cosy Owl expert Stacey and Abbey from candle making business, Makes Scents Candles.
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The wax and wicks used when making candles don’t normally contain hazardous ingredients, although always confirm this with your supplier. All our wicks and waxes do not contain hazardous products and therefore you only need the CLP data for our fragrance oils.



 



The main implications of fragrance oils are skin and eye irritations and the impact of hazardous substances on our environment. When present at certain concentration levels (normally high) you need to provide health and/or environmental warning statements and their safety pictograms. You are liable for ensuring the correct and accurate information is present. We assist our customers with this by having 5, 10 and 15% CLP labels ready to download for our fragrance oils.



 



CLP Pictograms 



 



There are 9 images/symbols that you may find on a CLP document, which are also known as hazard pictograms. These are intended to provide information about a substance and the damage this may cause to our health or the environment.

 → To download these symbols click ‘download here’ then right click on the opened image and save it. 



 



Gas under pressure Symbol: Gas cylinder



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	Contains gas under pressure; may explode if heated.
	Contains refrigerated gas; may cause cryogenic burns or injury.




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Gas containers




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Protect from sunlight
	Wear cold insulating gloves/face shield/eye protection.
	Get immediate medical advice/attention.
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 Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————



 



Explosive Symbol: Exploding bomb



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	Unstable explosive
	Explosive; mass explosion hazard
	Explosive; severe projection hazard
	Explosive; fire, blast or projection hazard
	May mass explode in fire




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Fireworks, ammunition




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Obtain special instructions before use
	Do not handle until all safety precautions have been read and understood
	Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. – No smoking
	Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection
	Use personal protective equipment as required
	Explosion risk in case of fire
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Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————





Oxidising Symbol: Flame over circle



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	May cause or intensify fire; oxidiser.
	May cause fire or explosion; strong oxidiser




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Bleach, oxygen for medical purposes




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. – No smoking
	Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
	Rinse immediately contaminated clothing and skin with plenty of water before removing clothes


[image: ]

Download here



Flammable Symbol: Flame







 



 



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	Extremely flammable gas
	Flammable gas
	Extremely flammable aerosol
	Flammable aerosol
	Highly flammable liquid and vapour
	Flammable liquid and vapour
	Flammable solid




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Lamp oil, petrol, nail polish remover




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Do not spray on an open flame or other ignition source.
	Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces – No smoking
	Keep container tightly closed
	Keep cool
	Protect from sunlight
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Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————



 



Corrosive Symbol: Corrosion



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	May be corrosive to metals
	Causes severe skin burns and eye damage




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Drain cleaners, acetic acid, hydrochloric acid, ammoniac




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Do not breathe dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray
	Wash…thoroughly after handling
	Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection
	Store locked up
	Keep only in original container
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Download here
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Health hazard/Hazardous to the ozone layer Symbol: Exclamation Mark



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	May cause respiratory irritation
	May cause drowsiness or dizziness
	May cause an allergic skin reaction
	Causes serious eye irritation
	Causes skin irritation
	Harmful if swallowed
	Harmful in contact with skin
	Harmful if inhaled
	Harms public health and the environment by destroying ozone in the upper atmosphere




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Washing detergents, toilet cleaner, coolant fluid




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray
	Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area
	If inhaled: remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing
	If swallowed: call a POISON CENTER or a doctor/physician if you feel unwell
	Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
	If on skin: wash with plenty of soap and water
	If in eyes: rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lens, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
	Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product.
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Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Acute toxicity Symbol: Skull and Crossbones



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	Fatal if swallowed
	Fatal in contact with skin
	Fatal if inhaled
	Toxic: if swallowed
	Toxic in contact with skin
	Toxic if inhaled




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Pesticide, biocide, methanol




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Wash… thoroughly after handling.
	Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product.
	If swallowed: immediately call a POISON CENTER or a doctor/physician
	Rinse mouth
	Store in a closed container
	Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing.
	Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
	If on skin: gently wash with plenty of soap and water
	Remove/take off immediately all contaminated clothing.
	Wash contaminated clothing before reuse.
	Do not breathe dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray.
	Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area
	Wear respiratory protection
	If inhaled: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing
	Store locked up
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Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————



 



Serious health hazard Symbol: Health hazard



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways
	Causes damage to organs
	May cause damage to organs
	May damage fertility or the unborn child
	Suspected of damaging fertility or the unborn child
	May cause cancer
	Suspected of causing cancer
	May cause genetic defects
	Suspected of causing genetic defects
	May cause allergy or asthma symptoms or breathing difficulties if inhaled




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Turpentine, petrol, lamp oil




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	If swallowed: immediately call a POISON CENTER or a doctor/physician
	Do NOT induce vomiting
	Store locked up
	Do not breathe dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray.
	Wash thoroughly after handling.
	Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product.
	Get medical advice/attention if you feel unwell
	If exposed: Call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician
	Obtain special instructions before use
	Do not handle until all safety precautions have been read and understood
	Use personal protective equipment as required
	If exposed or concerned: Get medical advice/attention
	Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray
	In case of inadequate ventilation wear respiratory protection
	If inhaled: If breathing is difficult, remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing
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Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————



 



Hazardous to the environment Symbol: Environment



 



 



What does it mean?



 



	Very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects
	Toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects




 



Examples of where we can find it?



 



	Pesticides, biocides, petrol, turpentine




 



Examples of precautionary statements



 



	Avoid release to the environment
	Collect spillage
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Download here

Candle Safety Pictograms

[image: ] WARNING- Download here

 

[image: ] NEVER LEAVE A BURNING CANDLE UNATTENDED- Download here

 

[image: ] KEEP AWAY FROM THINGS THAT CAN CATCH FIRE- Download here

 

[image: ] KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND PETS- Download here

 

[image: ] KEEP CANDLES X CM APART- Download here

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

What should be on and where should the CLP label be?



 



The CLP label should be firmly attached to one or more of the packaging’s surfaces and must include the following:



 



	The name, address and telephone number of the supplier
	The nominal quantity of a substance or mixture in packages made available to the general public (unless this quantity is specified elsewhere on the package)
	Product identifiers
	Where applicable, hazard pictograms, signal words, hazard statements, precautionary statements and supplemental information required by other legislation.




 



This article is intended as a guide only. Whilst we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of the information is current and up to date, Cosy Owl accepts no liability for any inaccuracies as regulations are amended frequently. Please refer to the Candle Federation for updates.
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